“Legitimate claims must be paid as
quickly as possible and hassle free”

Network Claims Assessors Group (NCAG) was founded in 1998 by Mr. Thys Botes
We have nationwide representation :
- Local claims are dealt with from CT offices
- Claims from further afield are dealt with by our specialist associated network assessors
We

run

an

established

call

centre

operating
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our

CT

offices

ensuring:

- Speedy response to claims
- Maximum feedback on the process of each claim
- Prompt and professional service
- Flow of reliable information is facilitated by embracing the latest technology on all levels
Advantages offered to the insurer include:
- Pre-screened assessors who can perform any assessment, anywhere within South Africa
- Faster turnaround time
- Uniform report layout for each type of assessment
- Constant updates from our centralised administration office

Our team are geared to meet all challenges
Assessors are actively engaged in professional development keeping abreast of market trends
All employees / network assessors are screened and background checks done prior to appointment

We regard honesty and reliability as major attributes are in a position to vouch for the outstanding
character of employees/network assessors appointed by NCAG
NCAG have hand-picked the “cream of the crop” of network Assessors specialising in each of the
various fields to ensure a second-to-none level of excellence on a countrywide basis

NCAG assessors are:
- Highly skilled
- Have extensive experience in assessing and are specialists in their specific fields of assessments
- Able to provide accurate and efficient assessments and validations

We embrace the latest technology on every levels ensuring we are kept abreast of market changes
Our office is equipped as follows:
- We have the latest in server, workstation and switchboard equipment
- Dedicated call centre & administration staff constantly monitor incoming correspondence
- Every incoming call is answered and all queries can therefore be dealt with immediately
- Receipt of an assessment instruction is confirmed immediately and it is logged in our stock-book
- A time is noted that we may control the turnaround time from the outset

Below is an example of our stock-book:

Contact is made with the insured and the relevant information obtained, ie:
- Location of the vehicle
- Property
- Specifics relating to the theft
The insured is provided with our contact details.
The assessor is appointed using our propriety template, with all the relevant information for
the assessor as well as any quotations provided upon instruction.
A hardcopy file is then opened with a stock number and the claim data inserted into our
GLOBAL file management system. This makes for easier tracking ensuring faster turnaround
time . We can also easily track where in the process the assessment is.
See below for an organogram of our company procedure

- Meet with the client
- Obtain all documents
- Capture photographs
- Acquire all statements

-Receive instruction from insurer
-Allocate & appoint assessor
-Make contact with client & provide
assessor & office contact details

-Inspect all documents
-Check policy document
- Validate the claim

-Finalise report document
-Submit to insurer
-Complete further instructions
-Complete the AOL

Below is an example of our Global system, note that at any-time, any one of our staff can
access the Global file on our server in order for managers to monitor workflow at all times

The Global is colour coded for easy reference ie:
- Blue for motor assessments
- Red for query files - opened for any repair problem noted by the insured or the
repairer, all are relentlessly followed up until completion
Our admin office then sets up a progress report specific to the claim
Updates are sent out daily on each and every assessment or query
Below find an example of a progress report, which can be sent to insurer and broker
depending on your preference

In the case of motor assessments, if the vehicle is in the insured’s possession contact is made to
arrange an appointment or the insured is notified if the vehicle is at a repairer or towing yard
In the case of a non-motor assessment the insured is contacted to set up an appointment at the
risk address at the insured’s earliest convenience

Turnaround time is taken very seriously, and the assessment is performed as soon as possible.
On completion of the assessment, the report is captured into a uniform format, specific to each
type of assessment, no matter which assessor performed the assessment.
A report is sent to the insurer as soon as possible once the assessment has been performed and
the relevant information obtained
Examples of each type of report can be provided and can customised to your needs
Formal repair authorisations & Agreements of Loss can also be drawn up and receipt confirmed
Wreck administration on written off vehicles and salvage administration on non-motor claims
also form part of our services

At any stage, no matter whether current or older files, any file can be found, using our reference,
your claim number, the vehicle registration, or just the insured’s name, so that any query can be
answered by any staff member that answers your call
All of our files and every communication or related information is stored on a centralized server
that is backed up daily

- Passenger vehicle Damage Assessments
- Heavy Commercial vehicle damage assessments
- Agricultural Implement damage assessments
- Theft and hi-jacking investigations
- Accident investigations
- Wreck administration on written off vehicles
Investigators are extensively experienced and qualified, most of the being ex SAPS
members as well as current members of IAATI
Local motor assessors are experienced in motor body repair & accredited members of
the IMA
The IMA has vetted their qualifications & experience & they are required to attend
numerous courses throughout the year as part of their CPD
In-depth presentations on both Motor Assessing and Motor Investigations can be
performed on request

- Water damage assessments
- Fire damage assessments
- Subsidence and Landslip damage assessments
- Agricultural implement and structure damage assessments
- Burglary assessments
- All risk assessments
Our assessors in this field are extensively experienced and qualified, and are all
members of the ILA (Institute of Loss Adjusters)

We can also perform full presentations on non-motor assessments of every
discipline

The hub around which NCAG turns – the call centre and administration office
Tanya Dirkman, Brenda Odendaal, Elizma van Greunen and Chrisy de Kock

Willem Cilliers and Franck Symonds
Motor Accident and Theft Investigators

Lourens Goosen and Stephen Hess
Motor Accident Investigator and Burglaries Assessor

Duncan Farrelly and Ron Pagan
Motor Assessors

Saville Williams
Motor Assessment Section Manager

Morne Gericke
Non Motor Loss Adjuster and CEO of NCAG

Charmaine Botes
Financial Director of NCAG

Thys Botes
IT Department & Managing Director – AKA “Die BAAS”

Want to locate us?
Address:
60 President Swart Street
Panorama
P.O. Box 15516
Panorama
7506
Call centre: 021 930 4686
Fax: 086 670 8913
Email: ncag@ncag.co.za

